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Comparison of culture‑negative
and culture‑positive sepsis or septic shock:
outcomes are more influenced by the nature
of the infectious agent itself than by the
samples’ positivity
Romain Jouffroy1

and Benoît Vivien2*

To the editor,
Recently in the Journal, Li et al. [1] reported that culture positivity or negativity was not associated with differences in mortality, intensive care unit length of stay
(LOS), mechanical ventilation requirements and renal
replacement requirements of sepsis or septic shock
patients. Conversely, hospital length of stay and mechanical ventilation duration of culture-positive septic patients
were longer than those of culture-negative patients.
While the authors must be congratulated for this systematic review and meta-analysis, we believe that their interpretation of the results requires caution. Firstly, we are
surprised that for a major issue of interest such as blood
culture positivity during sepsis, only seven studies were
included by the authors in the final analysis. For example,
the study by Vincent et al. [2], which is a 1-day, prospective, multicenter point reporting the prevalence of ICU
infection, has not been included here, where 70% of their
patients had positive microbial isolates. Secondly, despite
international guidelines [3] on sepsis management, we
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cannot exclude heterogeneity between strategies and
cares directly influencing outcomes. Thirdly, two studies
[4, 5] include approximatively 19,000 patients, i.e., 85%
of all cases, which could noticeably influence the results
of this meta-analysis. Last but not least, we believe that
more than the positivity or negativity of blood sampling,
it is more the infectious agent itself that influences the
outcomes, especially since the broad spectrum of the
initial antibiotic therapy may be responsible for culture
negativity.
Nevertheless, beyond all these limitations, we fully
agree with Li et al. [1] that larger-scale studies are
required to confirm or infirm their results.
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outcomes between culture-negative and culture-positive
septic patients have been documented inconsistently and
are very controversial. That’s why we performed a systematic review and meta-analysis to compare the clinical
outcomes of culture-negative and culture-positive sepsis
or septic shock.
Dr. Jourffroy et al. argued that the study by Vincent
et al. [2] should be also included in the final analysis.
However, as we all know that the most important principle of topic selection for meta-analysis is to have comparison. In this meta-analysis, we also clearly explained our
inclusion and exclusion criteria as follows: (1) prospective and retrospective cohort studies; (2) patients with
sepsis or septic shock; (3) all authors reported our primary outcome of all-cause mortality; (4) clearly comparing culture-negative versus culture-positive patients with
clinically relevant secondary outcomes. We excluded
studies including not estimable data and without clear
comparisons of the outcomes. In addition, we excluded
letter and review. The study by Vincent et al. is a 1-day,
prospective, multicenter point reporting the prevalence
of ICU infection. In other words, it is a cross-sectional
study but not a cohort study, so it didn’t clearly compare
culture-negative versus culture-positive patients with
clinical outcomes. This study met our exclusion criteria but did not meet the inclusion criteria, that’s why we
didn’t include it in the meta-analysis. We admit that the
number of included cohort studies is small and we hope
that there will be more studies in this area in the future.
Two included studies [4, 5] include approximatively
85% of all cases, which may noticeably influence the
results of this meta-analysis. This has already been discussed in the limitation section of the article as follows:
There was still substantial heterogeneity among the
included cohort studies. Very heterogeneous populations were included in both retrospective and prospective
cohort studies.
We agree with Dr. Jourffroy et al. that the infectious
agent itself influences the outcomes of septic patients.
We attempted to convey the message that culture positivity or negativity was not associated with mortality of
sepsis or septic shock patients. A positive culture does
not mean a severe infection, and a negative culture does
not mean a mild infection. The clinical outcomes may be
associated with not only the infection sources but also
the management of the sepsis and septic shock.
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